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 “We’re going to begin our Famous Minnesotans project!” Or Alabamans, or _____. You fill in the blank. The 
famous state person or city report is a rite of passage in most schools.  Not that long ago finding information 
meant digging through often dull or trite printed materials for facts about governors, explorers, inventors, or 
possibly a well-known entertainer or athlete. Information on smaller cities was limited to basic facts.  
Pinpointing suitable information was challenging, especially when students were excited about a lesser-known 
person or place. Digitalization has changed the process dramatically. Local museums, libraries, businesses and 
passionate volunteers are digitizing primary resources and providing other digital content through proceses once 
only affordable or possible by larger entities.  
 
These unique resources have value that extends beyond projects and research. Local history connects students to 
the past, making it more relevant. It is doing history. Students get excited as they learn about where they are 
living right now. Local history resources help create a sense of place, and a sense of community pride, helping 
students become responsible citizens. Students learn that history (in the broadest sense of the word) occurs in 
their own backyard. But it’s not just about the study of history. Local history resources can be integrated into 
many content areas to help make learning more personal.  
 
Accessibility and student use depends on knowing where to find these resources. Where should we start? 
 
Think local 
Explore your own neighborhood or your school’s community. You will have fun and be amazed by what your 
discoveries.  Public, university, special, and  corporate libraries are a good starting place. Museums,  houses, 
businesses, mediacal facilities, and even personal web sites can be s source of local history in both physical and  
digital form. Here are a few examples from smaller Minnesota cities to jump-start your thinking.  

Winona, a city of 28,000, is home to the Winona County History Center.   The archives have digitized images, 
newspapers, telephone books, and census information. A Civil War Journal, The Company K at Gettysburg is a 
digital primary source collection of journals and letters including those by Charley Goddard, the central 
character in Gary Paulsen’s young Civil War adult novel A Soldier’s Heart.   Related classroom resources 
which can be used by teachers and students everywhere are included.  An architectural history tour of Winona’s 
downtown is available for a smart phone or computer. Another local museum celebrates the town's Polish 
Heritage and is translating and digitizing records, a task numerous small museums are now able to do. 

 The Winona Newspaper Project digital archive has over 385,000 pages of 116 years of reporting by four 
newspapers. Each issue can be browsed and searched for articles, advertisements, and photos. Old newspapers 
may be too fragile for student use are now accessible to everyone.  I found advertising for a local photographer 
who was the subject of a historical fiction novel I enjoyed,  my own birth announcement, and other family 
news. Imagine the excitement students will have discovring their family stories in their local historical 
newspapers. The 160 year old Pickwick mill in Winona County operated 24 hours a day during the Civil War 
and is packed full of interesting milling equipment and artifacts. Those unable to visit the mill in person can 
view videos of the waterhweel in operation and read about the history of the mill on the mill’s web site.  The 
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mill also has thousands of photos just waiting for digitalization.  A video depicting several gristmills throughout 
the Eastern United States is available at  http://americanprofile.com/gristmill. 

 

Winona’s JR Watkins Company website has biographical information and a timeline.  The Spam Museum’s 
digital timeline helps illustrate Spam’s role in World War II and offers a glimpse of the global reach of the 
Austin, Minnesota company. Neither site has extensive information for research, but these sites can stimulate 
interest and may be good starting places.  
 
The Public Library in Bob Dylan’s hometown of Hibbing has an extensive online and physical display of Dylan 
memorabilia including a Story Corps interview with his English teacher.  Online visitors to the Minnesota State 
Orphanage in Owatonna can read thousands of personal stories about a unique chapter of Minnesota and 
American history. Corporate web sites can be a source of local history.  
 
Several states are developing online encyclopedias of their own.   Encyclopedia Viriginia is a “tool for 
exploring the people, history, government, economy, and culture of Virginia.”  Students can bookmark and save 
materials for future use using the “My Viriginia” feature. Blog entires keep users up to date and highlight 
artifacts.  The New Georgia Encyclopedia and MnOpedia, the Minnesota Encyclopedia both invite 
contributions.   These online encyclopedias include commonly studied school topics and digital primary 
sources. Access information is provided in the references. 
 
Minnesota Reflections, a virtual collection has over 75,000 digitized images, maps and documents providing 
access to resources held by universities, county historical societies, church organizations and other groups. 
Students can access resources from throughout Minnesota including those from smaller organizations that are 
unable to undertake a digitalization process.  Media specialists and teachers have developed teacher resource 
guides aligned with Minnesota standards.  Many, such as a resource guide and lesson ideas about the Civilian 
Conservation Corps resources can be used or adapted by teachers everywhere. Perhaps your state has a similar 
collection. 
 
Start exploring; there are many digital treasures waiting for you in your community and state; they may be 
where you least expect them.    
 
 
Local History Treasures in the Library of Congress  

Students of all ages have fun searching  “home town” information in the American Memory Collections.  An 
Iowa media specialist had nine hits from threecollections including Panoramic Photographs FSA/OWI  and 
anAfrican American Experience.  I even found a picture of the HS in 1913, a picture of the main four corners in 
1908. After analyzing it with my husband we recognized some of the buildings that are still standing!  Photos 
such as these automatically prompot a then and now discussion. 

First time users of American Memory are surprised to discover find artifacts about their local community. They 
assumed the collections only have resources about major events and place in Americvan history; it’s quite the 
opposite. Take a break from reading; log in to memory.loc.gov and enter the name of your community in 
Search all Collections.  You may discover a map, a photograph, an early film filmed there, an oral interview 
with a local resident or a refererence to your large urban  city or very small rural village in a document.        
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I  found  photos and arthictectural drawings of another rural Minnesota gristmill located close to my home town 
in the Built in America Collection. The assortment of engineering, architectural and landscape drawings has a 
State-city index by place making it easy to browse if you don’t know what search terms to use.    The gallery 
highlights historic drawings from all 50 states.        

Browse Collections by Place is another option for pinpointing local history resources.   For example, 16 of 
American Memory’s more than 100 collections contain 9 million items about the Northeast region. Search 
options for each collection vary. Methods may include  subject, key word, title, state, name or format search.  

Chronicling America, Historic American Newspapers, provides access to information about historic newspapers 
and select digitized newspaper pages. Students can search 547 historic newspapers pages from 1836-1922 or 
use the U.S. Newspaper Directory to find information about American newspapers published between 1690-
present.  Newspapers from 1836-1922 can be searched by state, ethnicicity or language.  Newspapers represent 
large cities and rural areas in 25 states and the District of Columbia. A topic list includes topics widely covered 
in the press at the time. 
 
Local Legacies, celebrates community roots and  is a feature of the  Library’s American Folk Life Center.  It 
documentsthe arts, crafts, and customs representing traditional community life. Selected fesitvals, paradades, 
local observations of local and national holidays are featured Members of Congress  have contributed to this 
local history aspect of states and territroeis.  The text is easy to read, making this sectionappealing to young 
learners.  Story Corps referenced above is a collection of thousands of oral interviewsis also part of the Folk 
Life Center 

The Branding of America presentation features a map with links to iconic brands from a majority of the states. 
For example, the Georgia link provides information about Coca Cola.  Teaching ideas and resource links are 
included.    “Explore the States”, part  of Americas Library, offers basic state   information and digital resources 
links to photos, music, mutlimedia.  Both are helpful for elementary and middle level students who will benefit 
from easy to read, brief amounts of information.  

These resources are a very minimal amount of what is the Library of Congress has.  Th vast web site can be   
overwhelming or intimidating. Once you experience initial successfuss you will find it’s fun and not that 
difficult.   

Implications for Media Specialists 
 
Local history web sites are often ignored because we so often overlook what is close to home.  I first visited the 
the Pickwick Mill this past summer. I was amazed by what I saw and also impressed with the mill’s small but 
worthwhile web site. Media speciaslits can lead the way to discovery and future use of many local history 
resources  by taking time to explore what’s there for them physically and virtually in their communities.  
County and state historical societies are also good places to begin and there are potals to help you discover 
these.   Museum link  is a virtual museum of museums, providing a list of museums by state and provinces. The 
Institute of Museum and Library Sciences provides resource links for each state and  The  American Local 
History Network  is an entry point  into independent, genealogical and historical web sites. ALHN lists 
historical societies by county, newspapers online, vital records, cemetaries online, obituaries.   Society Hill links 
to societies in the United States, Canada and Australia.   As you search these portals for links to digital 
resources for your state you will discover gaps, but these portals are still convenient starting places for you to 
identify resources for your students.   
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Educators can also search for local resources by state in the Library of Congress Teachers Page Primary 
Sources by State: Making Local Connections  section.  Standards  and selected resources are aligned in in three 
content areas (social studies/library technology, language arts) and grade level. Thumbnails provide visual 
assistance.  The Teachers Page lesson plans section has ready-to use-lesson plans on City and Regional History 
or Culture and Folklife.    

Digital local history resources are another aspect of a media specialists’ inforamtion toolkit.   Learn what’s 
avaialble; collect links and be prepared to help students and teachers thourgh through inservice and instruction. 
Develop centralized and efficient access to local connections on your media center web page or blog.   Discover 
your own  big information world close to home!  
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